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Transformative Workforce
Academy  

We have openings for Case Managers in Reentry

Housing, and for Housing Assistant.  Join our

team and help us provide more opportunities for

successful reentry. Position description available

on our website at: cjmstlouis.org/jobs. To apply,

send resume to apply@cjmstlouis.org.

We are excited to partner with the

Transformative Workforce Academy (TWA) to

support second chance employment for our

clients. Please see this profile of TWA in the St.

Louis Review that featured  CJM R2R graduate

BJ Gebhart:

SLU’s Transformative Workforce Academy
seeks to connect formerly incarcerated people,
businesses in effort to create meaningful job
opportunities

CJM Gala Recognition Dinner
April 28, 2022  

Keynote Speaker Tony Messenger, Post

Dispatch Columnist and author of "Profit and

Punishment: How America Criminalizes the

Poor in the Name of Justice." 

Save the Date CJM is Hiring

Photo from article. Credit to Sid Hastings for the
St. Louis Review

In Memoriam

We remember Kenneth Lange, past CJM

Advisory Board Member and Board President,

who died on February 3. Please keep Ken and

his family in your prayers. More information

on services is here.

https://www.cjmstlouis.org/jobs
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The Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) has

identified homelessness among veterans as

an urgent national priority, with formerly

incarcerated veterans as a special needs

group. With support of the VA and donors

like Boeing Global Engagement and Marillac

Mission Fund, CJM has 40 spaces in Release

to Rent reserved for veterans.   

“There are an estimated 181,500 veterans

incarcerated in prisons and jails. Justice-

involved veterans have extensive medical,

mental health and substance use disorder

treatment needs...The mortality risk among

veterans exiting prison is similar to that of

non-veterans exiting prison, 12 times higher

than that of the general population, with

overdose as the leading cause of death."

(Source). 

Patrick and Roosevelt were both in the

Marine Corps. Patrick served 6 months in jail

on an alcohol related charge. Roosevelt

spent a total of 22 combined years inside for

various drug offenses.   

Patrick was fortunate to be diverted to a

Veterans Drug Court, given the chance to go

to a sober living environment. But, after

completing that program he was going to be

homeless. Paul Willhoft, a social worker with

the VA, referred Patrick to CJM. After his last

incarceration, Roosevelt was ready to make a

change, but also faced homelessness when

he was referred to CJM.

At CJM, both Patrick and Roosevelt were

given a fully furnished one bedroom

apartment, and assigned a Case Manager.

Patrick was assisted through the process of

applying for benefits and satisfying the

requirements of Drug Court. Roosevelt was

helped in finding a job.   
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Patrick reflects that “I dug myself into a hole

so deep, I did not know where to start. CJM

gave me the toe hold I needed to start going

in the right direction.” Roosevelt says, “the

program has been tremendous. If you want

to succeed, you have 4 of the major needs

met out of the hierarchy of needs.

Tremendous assistance, just to have a place

to stay. And CJM has been a hell of an

advocate.” 

Patrick participated in an optional year-long

Peer Support program at CJM. He credits

that program, and CJM’s regular group

sessions, with helping him to develop

relationships that supported his success.

Roosevelt says the group sessions doing

Moral Reconation Therapy helped him “map

out my life and the possibilities of where life

can lead me to.” 

Patrick is now attending the Pierre Laclede

Honors College. He should complete his BSW

in 2 years, and plans to go directly into the

MSW program so that he can become a

social worker working with other veterans. “It

is nothing short of miraculous what has

happened since I was in the program. I had a

team supporting me, and was never going

through it alone” 

Roosevelt is already serving other veterans

working in food service for the VA. He says he

is making healthy decisions. “The decisions I

make now are not infused with the pollution

of drugs. I am building bridges with my

family and friends, my daughter and

granddaughter. I am grateful for my

freedom.” 
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